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Crochet nightgown for Bleuette

12-15-2007

Materials:
-size 10 crochet cotton
-size 7 steel hook
-silk ribbon for bodice embroidery

Pattern stitches:
-link:( ch3, dc in third ch from hook) repeat for as many links necessary
-love knot (lk): see a stitch dictionary for this stitch, or Google it for instructions on how to make.
-knot stitch: this is one half a a love knot stitch. Again, look up in a stitch dictionary or Google for
how to make this stitch.

Gauge: 7sc = 1 inch
Starting at neckline:
1. crochet 14 links, ch2, turn
2. five dc in each link across, (70 dc), ch1, turn
3. sc in ea dc across, ch1, turn
4. sc in back loop of ea sc across, ch1, turn
5. (sc in next six sc, two sc in next) across, (80 sc), ch1, turn
6-7. sc in ea sc across, ch1, turn
8. sc in next 11 sc, ch8, skip next 18 sc, sc in next 22 sc, ch8, skip next 18 sc, sc in last 11 sc, ch1, turn.
9. sc in ea sc and ch across, (60 sc), ch1, turn.
10. (lk in next sc, skip next sc) across, to turn work three knot stitches
11 onward. Repeat row 10 until nightgown is length desired.
For bottom trim, work [(dc, picot)three times in next sc, dc in same sc, sc in next sc] across.
To close the back of the nightgown, hold back together, sc in opposite side, ch3, sc in other side. work
back and forth to within three inches of top. Finish off.

Sleeves:
1. Join with sc in fifth ch of underarm. Work lk in same st. Skip next st, work lk in next st. Work in
this pattern evenly around. There should be 14 lk. Do not turn at end of round.
2-5. Work lk in each lk around. At end of round 5 join to beginning of round 5 with sl st. ch2
6. Dc in each lk around. 14 dc
7-9. Dc in ea dc around, at end of round 9, ch1.
10. Sc in ea dc around. Join in front loop of first sc.
11. Work lk in each sc around 14 lk.
12. Work one knot st in each lk around. fasten off.
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Neck edge:
1. Ch35, join with a sc in first loop along the neck edge. In each loop work (sc, ch3, sc, ch5, sc, ch3,
sc). At the end of the neck edge, ch35 and fasten off.
If desired, use 4mm silk and embroider small flowers on the yoke of the nightgown..
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